 Course Syllabus
What you will learn in this course

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY 1A: INTRODUCTION
Have you wondered how professional photographers manage to capture that perfect image? Gain a
better understanding of photography by exploring camera functions and the elements of
composition while putting theory into practice by taking your own spectacular shots! Learn how to
display your work for exhibitions and develop skills important for a career as a photographer.

Unit 1: Taking The First Shot
Welcome to the digital age of information and photography! This recent growth in technology has
obviously changed our lives in many ways, and the realm of photography is no exception. While
digital photography shares many characteristics with the traditional artform, digitization of the
equipment, the process, and the products related to photography have been positively earthshattering for expert and amateur photographers alike. With these rapidly advancing abilities,

photographers have drastically changed the way they document the many things they see,
incorporating significantly more convenience, ease, and efficacy. So get ready! Now you, too, can be a
part of the digital photography wave, changing the visual world in colorful, innovative ways.

What will you learn in this unit?
Identify and explain basic camera anatomy and function
Discuss the main subjects found in photography
Explain how to care for and maintain camera equipment
Describe how a camera is held and used

UNIT 1 Assignments
Assignment

Type

Unit 1 Critical Thinking Questions

Homework

Unit 1 Lab

Homework

Unit 1 Activity

Homework

Unit 1 Discussion 1

Discussion

Unit 1 Discussion 2

Discussion

Unit 1 Quiz

Quiz

Unit 2: Moving Into Manual
When you were a small child, you had to learn how to walk before you could run—and grasping the
art of digital photography isn’t much different. At first, using automatic settings that allow you to
explore without too much concern for control can be a great way to learn the ropes and get
comfortable with your camera. But there will likely come a time when you, as an emerging visual
artist, feel ready to “run” with your camera by taking on the challenge of manual settings. To prepare
you for this next step, let’s explore the many ways basic camera functions are affected by certain
manual modes and how you can use them to create exactly the right setting for your shot. Not only
will this help you make informed photographic decisions, it will ensure you get the most out of your
time behind the lens—and with the highest quality result.

What will you learn in this unit?

Explain the signi cance of le format
Identify di erent types of camera lens and how they function
Discuss the workings of a light meter.
Discover the importance of exposure and overall lighting e ects

UNIT 2 Assignments
Assignment

Type

Unit 2 Critical Thinking Questions

Homework

Unit 2 Lab

Homework

Unit 2 Activity

Homework

Unit 2 Discussion 1

Discussion

Unit 2 Discussion 2

Discussion

Unit 2 Quiz

Quiz

Unit 3: A Snapshot of History
When you stop to consider how far the field of photography has come over the years, it’s nothing
short of amazing. As both a casual hobby and a profound form of creative expression, it has become
an increasingly accessible practice that’s now available to every one of us. Yet, simultaneously, it has
also risen to find a legitimate place in the world of fine art. Not so sure? Simply look back at the
tremendous legacy left behind by the various artists who have embraced photography as a way to
enhance their lives and their art form. By taking even a brief peak through the lens of the past at the
innovators, scientists, and creators who came before us in the field, we can often trace emerging
trends still widely seen today. And interestingly enough, such an understanding can often be
incredibly helpful in teaching us how to take our own visions to the next level. So, are you ready?
Let’s go!

What will you learn in this unit?
Explain the di erence between art and ne art photography
Identify and discuss selected artists who have contributed to the development of photography
Identify and discuss general themes and trends in di erent periods of photographic history
Describe the mechanics of early photographic systems

UNIT 3 Assignments
Assignment

Type

Unit 3 Critical Thinking Questions

Homework

Unit 3 Lab

Homework

Unit 3 Activity

Homework

Unit 3 Discussion 1

Discussion

Unit 3 Discussion 2

Discussion

Unit 3 Quiz

Quiz

Unit 4: The Nature of Light
Have you ever noticed the soft light that illuminates the sky as the sun rises each morning? Or maybe
you’ve smiled while watching a child squeal in delight as they chase their own shadow? Maybe you’ve
even considered trying to capture such moments and the different moods that the light and the
shadows create? To do this effectively, you’ll want to understand how the elements of light and
control work together to create certain effects. For those who want to really, truly grasp the magic
behind photography, this is a critical step and one that takes a working knowledge of where light
comes from, how it is characterized, and what it can accomplish in a picture. But once you have this
practical awareness in your mind, an entire world of creative possibility opens that you can both
enjoy and control.

What will you learn in this unit?
Identify light sources and describe how they di er
Explain how to e ectively use available light
Describe safe and proper use of photographic tools and processes
Discuss the characteristics of color and how they are a ected by light

UNIT 4 Assignments
Assignment
Unit 4 Critical Thinking Questions

Type
Homework

Unit 4 Lab

Homework

Unit 4 Activity

Homework

Unit 4 Discussion 1

Discussion

Unit 4 Discussion 2

Discussion

Unit 4 Quiz

Quiz

Digital Photography 1a Midterm Exam
Review information acquired and mastered from this course up to this point.
Take a course exam based on material from the rst four units in this course (Note: You will be able
to open this exam only one time.)

MIDTERM Assignments
Assignment

Type

Midterm Exam
Midterm Discussion

Exam
Discussion

Unit 5: Creative Composition
Have you ever noticed how some things come so easily while others simply…don’t? The world of
digital photography is no exception—sometimes you manage to capture the perfect candid shot with
no real effort, while other times you need to purposefully arrange and tweak various elements to
achieve the desired effect. Because digital photography is often an artistic endeavor, there are no
hard, fast “rules” for how to make this easier, but there are plenty of tried and true suggestions!
Learning some of these visual organizational strategies, as well as how your camera can help you
apply them, will give you the control and understanding you need to find just the right composition,
no matter where or what you are shooting. And once you have these things under your belt, you will
begin to see subjects and their placement in a whole new way—which means the emerging
photographer in you can more easily communicate your vision to the world!

What will you learn in this unit?
Explain various composition techniques and their e ects
Identify the appropriate lens for a subject

Discuss how a camera lens relates to visual composition
Describe the basic components of a tripod and other support equipment

UNIT 5 Assignments
Assignment

Type

Unit 5 Critical Thinking Questions

Homework

Unit 5 Lab

Homework

Unit 5 Activity

Homework

Unit 5 Discussion 1

Discussion

Unit 5 Discussion 2

Discussion

Unit 5 Quiz

Quiz

Unit 6: Producing Great Images
Have you ever wondered if it is possible to snap pictures and collaborate with other creatives but still
make your own artistic visions a reality—all while actually making money? If you have, the answer is
yes, yes, and yes. All of those things are fully achievable if you understand your options and what it
takes to access them in the real world. Finding a job, or even a full-blown career, in digital
photography is not only realistic, it’s entirely within your grasp with the right motivation and knowhow. Learning more about the various roles in professional photography is just the first step in
finding out how these visual artists use their love of imagery to carve out a life of art and work, bound
together by a solid devotion to the craft and a path toward ongoing personal satisfaction and success.

What will you learn in this unit?
Identify job titles associated with digital photography
Discuss the interrelationship among artists
Describe the various stages of production
Explain photographic terms and jargon

UNIT 6 Assignments

Assignment

Type

Unit 6 Critical Thinking Questions

Homework

Unit 6 Lab

Homework

Unit 6 Activity

Homework

Unit 6 Discussion 1

Discussion

Unit 6 Discussion 2

Discussion

Unit 6 Quiz

Quiz

Unit 7: Manipulation and Management
Some people would say the absolute best part of digital photography is not learning about lenses or
how to zoom in on a great subject but what can actually be done with those images once they are
captured in digital form. Image editing and the art of manipulation offer digital photographers a
whole new canvas for visual art while also opening a vast world of technical design tools. Turns out
the creativity doesn’t actually end when the lens cap goes back on—but rather it continues en force
as photographers turn to software, filters, and effects to bring out the best in their pictures while also
harnessing the power of personal imagination. Learning how you can take advantage of these
creative options is the first step in navigating the post-production world and understanding more
about how to protect your own work while also enjoying the billions of images you see every day.

What will you learn in this unit?
Explain how image editing and manipulation a ects the craft
Apply design skills to create original works of art
Discuss the signi cance of image distortion in digital photography
De ne and discuss the boundaries of copyright protection

UNIT 7 Assignments
Assignment

Type

Unit 7 Critical Thinking Questions

Homework

Unit 7 Lab

Homework

Unit 7 Activity

Homework

Unit 7 Discussion 1

Discussion

Unit 7 Discussion 2

Discussion

Unit 7 Quiz

Quiz

Unit 8: Presenting Your Work
After so much effort spent behind the camera lens, aren’t you excited for the day when you are finally
able to share your photographic talent with the world? This next step in your artistic journey is
exciting because it offers you a chance to produce a real event while also channeling your inner
artistic vision. And it might surprise you to learn that pulling off your very own photographic art
exhibition is not only possible—it’s tremendously satisfying. Once you learn how easy it is to plan
and present your own work to the public, you’ll be itching to get started on planning your first big
event. A big dose of positivity, some creative vision, and genuine effort is all you really need.

What will you learn in this unit?
Discuss the key components of a photographic exhibition
Create an artistic statement
Explain the various ways a print can be mounted and installed
Identify the important factors in a budget

UNIT 8 Assignments
Assignment

Type

Unit 8 Critical Thinking Questions

Homework

Unit 8 Lab

Homework

Unit 8 Activity

Homework

Unit 8 Discussion 1

Discussion

Unit 8 Discussion 2

Discussion

Unit 8 Quiz

Digital Photography 1a Final Exam
Review information acquired and mastered from this course up to this point.

Quiz

Take a course exam based on material from units ve to eight in this course – the last four units.
(Note: You will be able to open this exam only one time.)

FINAL Assignments
Assignment
Final Exam

Type
Exam

Final Exam Discussion

Discussion
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